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This advisory is published by Alston & Bird LLP to provide a summary of significant developments to our clients and friends. It is intended 
to be informational and does not constitute legal advice regarding any specific situation. This material may also be considered attorney 
advertising under court rules of certain jurisdictions.
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Univar, Chapter Two: Only a Pair of Constitutional Claims Survive Dismissal 
(For Now) 

In what turns out to be Chapter 2 of an unfolding epic (see our prior coverage of the Univar litigation), the U.S. District 
Court for the District of Delaware ruled on September 17 that Univar’s procedural due process and equal protection 
challenges to its Delaware unclaimed property audit survive the state’s motion to dismiss, though the court dismissed 
Univar’s numerous other claims as unripe. 

• Univar’s procedural due process claim is based on the allegation that Delaware is requiring Univar to submit to 
an audit by a private firm—Kelmar Associates LLC—with a financial stake in the outcome of the audit. Univar’s 
complaint contends that “Kelmar has a hand in the audit process from the selection of targets through the 
determination of the final unreported unclaimed property total and then receives its compensation based on 
money calculated and escheated.” This claim was ripe, in the district court’s view, because “the state of Delaware 
has engaged Kelmar as a third-party auditor … and Kelmar has already taken part in lengthy discussions with 
the Plaintiff to begin its audit.” The court also held that Univar had sufficiently stated a claim for which relief may 
be granted because Univar had alleged that Kelmar is a self-interested party adjudicating Univar’s unclaimed 
property audit. 

• The equal protection claim is premised on Univar’s allegation that Kelmar develops a list of wealthy companies 
for Delaware to target for audit, with the goal of generating significant revenue. Univar argued that the extent 
to which a company was “large and famous” had “no rational relationship to the purpose of” the unclaimed 
property law. Relying on the Plains All American ruling by the Third Circuit, the district court found that the equal 
protection claim ripened once Univar was targeted for audit by Delaware. The court also held that Univar had 
sufficiently stated a claim for which relief may be granted because Delaware had “offered no legitimate purpose 
for the selection of wealthy companies” such as Univar “aside from raising revenue.”

• Addressing Univar’s other claims—consisting of unreasonable search and seizure, substantive due process, ex 
post facto, unconstitutional taking, preemption, etc.—the court stated that “[c]urrently, there is no certainty that 
[Univar] will be subjected to the challenged provisions of the audit” despite the fact that the state had issued a 
subpoena and sought to enforce it. The court found it significant that the chancery court had not yet ruled on 
Delaware’s enforcement action. 
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• In addition, the court found that any constitutional injury stemming from Delaware’s use of its traditional 
estimation methodology was “contingent upon it actually being used against” Univar and was thus theoretical, 
a result consistent with the Third Circuit’s prior ruling in Plains All American.

Although the district court held that the procedural due process and equal protection claims were ripe, the court 
nonetheless exercised its discretion to stay the case until the Delaware Chancery Court rules on whether the state’s 
subpoena of Univar’s records is enforceable. 

• If the subpoena is held to be unenforceable, the district court noted that Univar would remain in the same 
posture as the plaintiffs in Marathon Petroleum and Plains All American, former litigants that challenged similar 
audit tactics by the state and its auditor, where Univar can “‘simply refuse to cooperate’” with the audit.

• On the other hand, if the subpoena is held to be enforceable, then Univar would be subject to the audit, and 
discovery on Univar’s procedural due process and equal protection claims would presumably commence. 
Furthermore, certain of Univar’s claims that the court dismissed due to lack of ripeness—for example, its challenge 
to the state’s retroactive enforcement of the 2017 subpoena statute to a company whose audit commenced in 
2015—might then become ripe for review, in which case the district court indicated that such claims could be 
reasserted by Univar. 

Notably, the chancery court granted Univar’s motion to stay proceedings in April of this year pending the district 
court’s review of Univar’s constitutional claims. With this ruling, the federal court has lobbed the ball back to the 
state court, under the judicial doctrine of comity. Stay tuned for Chapter 3, wherein the chancery court fields the 
subpoena enforceability question upon which further chapters may be predicated. 
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You can subscribe to future Unclaimed Property advisories and other Alston & Bird publications by completing our publications 
subscription form.

Alston & Bird offers clients unparalleled experience dealing with issues involving state unclaimed property/escheat laws. Our five senior 
attorneys with unclaimed property experience together have more than 85 years of experience advising major corporations on unclaimed 
property matters. We assist our clients in analyzing complex legal issues, obtaining legal opinions, conducting multistate/multi-entity 
internal compliance reviews, designing corporate compliance policies, advising clients on planning and related restructurings, negotiating 
voluntary disclosure agreements, defending single-state and multistate audits, litigating unclaimed property issues, and influencing 
unclaimed property policy and administration.

Click here for Alston & Bird’s Tax Blog

Please direct any questions to the following members of Alston & Bird’s Unclaimed Property Group:
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